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	Nonlinear Estimation and Control of Automotive Drivetrains discusses the control problems involved in automotive drivetrains, particularly in hydraulic Automatic Transmission (AT), Dual Clutch Transmission (DCT) and Automated Manual Transmission (AMT). Challenging estimation and control problems, such as driveline torque estimation and gear shift control, are addressed by applying the latest nonlinear control theories, including constructive nonlinear control (Backstepping, Input-to-State Stable) and Model Predictive Control (MPC). The estimation and control performance is improved while the calibration effort is reduced significantly. The book presents many detailed examples of design processes and thus enables the readers to understand how to successfully combine purely theoretical methodologies with actual applications in vehicles.


	The book is intended for researchers, PhD students, control engineers and automotive engineers.


	Hong Chen is a professor at the State Key Laboratory of Automotive Simulation and Control, and the Department of Control Science and Engineering at Jilin University. Bingzhao Gao is an associate professor at the State Key Laboratory of Automotive Simulation and Control at Jilin University.
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Frommer's Portable BahamasFrommers, 2009
At a luxurious resort spa or on a pristine beach, our expert authors guide you to your best Bahamas experience.

	Detailed maps throughout
	
    Exact prices, directions, opening hours,and other practical information

    
	
    Candid reviews of hotels and restaurants,plus sights, shopping,...
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More than Nature Needs: Language, Mind, and EvolutionHarvard University Press, 2014

	The human mind is an unlikely evolutionary adaptation. How did humans acquire cognitive capacities far more powerful than anything a hunting-and-gathering primate needed to survive? Alfred Russel Wallace, co-founder with Darwin of evolutionary theory, saw humans as "divine exceptions" to natural selection. Darwin thought use of...
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Ionic Cookbook: Recipes to create cutting-edge, real-time hybrid mobile apps with Ionic, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Solve all your Ionic-related issues through dedicated recipes that will help you get the best out of Ionic. Working with Ionic components to find out the best way to share data between them effectively.

	
		Key Features

		
			Leverage Ionic 3.9 and its exciting new features to create cutting-edge,...
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Elementary Real and Complex Analysis (Dover Books on Mathematics)Dover Publications, 1996
Excellent undergraduate-level text offers coverage of real numbers, sets, metric spaces, limits, continuous functions, series, the derivative, higher derivatives, the integral and more. Each chapter contains a problem set (hints and answers at the end), while a wealth of examples and applications are found throughout the text. Over 340 theorems...
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British Battles: The Front Lines of History in Colour PhotographsHarper Perennial, 2002

	This text brings the past to life with photographs of battles in British history, re-enacted by "English Heritage" and "Historic Scotland". The written commentary describes what it was probably like to fight with sword, spear or musket from Hastings to Flodden, Naseby to Culloden. Historical eye witness accounts are...
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Pro Tools 101 Official Courseware, Version 7.4 (Book & DVD Rom)Course Technology PTR, 2007
Digidesign’s Official Pro Tools 101 Courseware takes a comprehensive approach to learning the fundamentals of Pro Tools|HD, Pro Tools LE, or Pro Tools M-Powered systems. Now updated for Pro Tools 7.4 software, this new edition from the definitive authority on Pro Tools covers everything you need to know to complete a Pro Tools project. Learn...
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